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STATUTES AND REGULATIONS
Rule 56, U.R.C.P

2

§§ 78-2-2(3) (j) , 78-2-2(4) and 78-2a-3 (2) (k) ,
Utah Code Ann. (1953)

1

ii

Jurisdiction
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this appeal, on
assignment by the Supreme Court, pursuant to §§ 78-2-2(3)(j), 78-22(4) and 78-2a-3(2)(k), Utah Code Ann. (1953).
Issues on Appeal/Standard of Review
As the ruling of the District Court was upon motion for
summary judgment, review as to all issues is de novo, without
deference for the ruling below. E.g., Mountain States Tel. & Tel.
Co. v. Garfield County, 811 P.2d 184 (Utah 1991); Schertz v. BMW of
N. America, Inc., 814 P.2d 1108 (Utah 1991).

Facts are to be

construed in the light most favorable to appellant.
Richins, 850 P.2d 1188 (Utah 1993).
1.

Baldwin v.

The issues are:

Whether plaintiff Bank had a duty, in soliciting a loan

guarantee from defendant, to inform defendant:
a*

that the borrower was insolvent;

b.

that the working capital intended by the loan would
be consumed by existing debt to the Bank;

c.

that adequate collateral

for the loan was not

available?
2.

Whether, in the circumstances of the case, designation of

defendant as "Secretary" in attesting the signature of borrower's
president on a loan document, altered the Bank's duty to inform
defendant of the foregoing matters.
3.

Whether plaintiff Bank's misrepresentation to defendant

of the availability

of collateral

for the loan for which a

guarantee was sought, was excused by a provision in the guarantee
1

eventually executed waiving impairment of collateral.
4.

Whether any loan guarantee herein lacked consideration.

5.

Whether, in view of the disputation of facts regarding

the relative knowledge of the parties at the time of execution of
the guarantee, summary judgment was available.
6.

Whether

any

payment

is

due

on

a

guarantee

of

a

construction loan, following execution and delivery of a "Full
Release and Waiver of Lien", against the premises constructed.
Applicable Rules
Rule 56, U.R.C.P.: Summary Judgment.
(a) For Claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a
claim, counterclaim or cross-claim or to obtain a
declaratory judgment may, at any time after the
expiration of 20 days from the commencement of the action
or after service of a motion for summary judgment by the
adverse party, move with or without supporting affidavits
for a summary judgment in his favor upon all or any part
thereof.

(b) Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion shall be
served at least 10 days before the time fixed for the
hearing. The adverse party prior to the day of hearing
may serve opposing affidavits. The judgment sought shall
be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions,
answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of
law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may
be rendered on the issue of liability alone although
there is a genuine issue as to the amount of damages.

Statement of the Case
Plaintiff
enforce

Bank

guarantees

sought
of

two

summary
loans

2

judgment
(the

on

"SBA

its claims
loan"

and

to
the

"construction loan"). Defendant asserted that failure to disclose
material

information,

and

misrepresentation

of

material

information, rendered the guarantee of the SBA loan unenforceable.
Further, ongoing contest of material facts regarding such matters
forbade

summary

judgment.

Defendant

further

asserted

that

plaintiff's Full Release and Waiver of Lien confessed payment of
the construction loan.

The District Court granted the Motion for

Summary Judgment.
Facts
This matter was presented and decided on Motion for summary
judgment.

The facts, as shown by the pleadings, discovery and

affidavits, were as follows:
1.

In early 1991, defendant Donald Schaub was a new employee

of Lever Log Systems, Inc., occupying the position of salesman.
Affidavit of Donald Schaub, 7/12/94 (Appendix "A"), Para. 2,4.
2.

Lever Log Systems, Inc., wholly owned by one Gary Lever,

had a long-standing account with plaintiff First Security Bank.
Response to Requests for Admissions and Interrogatories, 9/9/93
(Appendix "B").
3.

Defendant

had

neither

knowledge

of

or

access

to

information regarding the Lever account with plaintiff or any other
bank.

Schaub Affidavit, Para. 5.

4.
insolvent.

In

early

1991, Lever

Log

Systems

was

affectively

Its debt to the Bank ranged between $100,000.00 and

$200,000.00, which information was available only to Gary Lever,

3

and

the

Bank.

Response

to

Request

for

Admissions

and

Interrogatories, Nos. 3,4,5.
5#

Lever

Log

Systems

then

arranged

a

Small

Business

Association (SBA) loan of $200,000.00 through plaintiff Bank, to
provide the business working capital.
6m

To satisfy SBA, a personal guarantee of the loan was

required.
7.

Schaub Affidavit, Para. 7.

Complaint, Para. 5,6.
Defendant Schaub was persuaded to sign such guarantee.

Id. Contemporaneously, Gary Lever, for Lever Log Systems, signed a
Note

for

$200,000.00, and

signature.

The

defendant

attestation

Schaub

designated

attested

Schaub

Lever's

"Secretary".

Complaint Exhibit "C". Schaub was not the Secretary of Lever Log
Systems, and had no interest in the company.

Schaub Affidavit,

Para. 4.
8.

Prior to execution of the guarantee, the Bank informed

Schaub that it had obtained security for the loan from Lever Log
Systems.
9.

Schaub Affidavit, Para. 6.
At the time, the Bank knew that Lever Log Systems was

indebted to the Bank for substantially the whole amount of the
loan, and that the bulk of the loan proceeds would immediately be
paid to the Bank, leaving no substantial working capital. Response
to Requests for Admissions and Interrogatories, Nos. 3,4,5.
fact,

no adequate

Complaint, Para. 7.

security

for the debt

had been

In

obtained.

Such information was available only to Gary

Lever and the Bank.
10.

The Bank disclosed none of the foregoing to defendant
4

Schaub

in

soliciting

and

obtaining

his

guarantee.

Schaub

Affidavit.
11.

Upon funding of the loan, the Bank immediately repaid

itself the existing Lever debt with the bulk of the SBA funds.
Lever Log Systems obtained a small fraction of the funds, if
anything.
12.

Response to Requests and Interrogatories, Nos. 3,4,5.
Lever Log Systems then failed to make any payment on the

loan and went out of business.

Pro forma attempts to collect on

inadequate security produced nothing.
13.

Complaint Para. 7,8,9.

Plaintiff Bank then brought suit on the Guarantee against

defendant Schaub for the full amount of the loan.
14.

In early 1991, Lever Log Systems obtained a loan of up to

$100,000.00 from the Bank to provide construction funding for "the
Connor residence, Teluride, Colorado" (the "construction loan").
Defendant Schaub executed a guarantee of this loan.
15.

Advances on the construction loan were secured by the

improvements constructed.

August 22, 1994, the Bank executed a

"Full Waiver and Release of Lien" against these improvements,
asserting "full payment in the sum of Eighty Thousand Dollars and
no/100

, ($80,000.00)

the receipt whereof

is hereby acknowledged, and other valuable considerations and
benefits to the undersigned".

The release purported to reserve

"all claims not related to the real estate improvements that Bank
may have with Lever Log Systems, Inc."

See Appendix "C".

On these facts, the District Court rules that, because the
Note attestation designates defendant Schaub "Secretary" of Lever
5

Log Systems, Inc., defendant Schaub may not raise as defense of the
SBA loan guarantee the Bank's failure to disclose the insolvency of
Lever, and that the transaction was merely one by which the Bank
made itself whole, with SBA funds, for otherwise uncollectible
debt. The Bank, says the District Court, was entitled to believe,
as a result of this designation, that Schaub had full access to
pertinent

information

regarding Lever Log Systems' debts and

assets, and knew that he was merely assuming Lever's debt without
benefit

or

security

to

him

of

any

kind.

Further,

any

misrepresentation by the Bank regarding collateral for the loan was
cured by a provision of the guarantee waiving any impairment of
collateral.
Notwithstanding the Full Release and Waiver of Lien, the
District

Court

permits

enforcement

of

the

construction

loan

guarantee for the difference between $100,000.00 and $80,000.00.
Summary of Argument
In soliciting the guarantee of the SBA loan, plaintiff Bank
knew that the borrower, Lever Log Systems, was insolvent, that the
loan would produce virtually no working capital for Lever, and that
the Bank had attached no substantial assets of Lever as collateral
for the loan.

All of these facts were material to the decision

whether to sign the guarantee.

The Bank had reason to know that

defendant Schaub, however designated, did not have access to this
information.

It

had

a duty

to

inform

Schaub,

and

not

to

misrepresent the status of collateral. It violated both duties.

6

Violation of either duty rendered the guarantee unenforceable, on
the grounds of fraud and misrepresentation.
At the very least, questions of fact regarding the relative
knowledge of the parties, prevented summary judgement.
As the SBA loan merely discharged existing debt, the guarantee
thereof was unsupported by consideration, and unenforceable.
Plaintiff's Full Release and Waiver of Lien confesses the full
payment of all sums guaranteed by defendant with respect to the
construction loan.
Argument
The SBA loan guarantee is unenforceable.
A

claim of

fraud or misrepresentation undoubtedly may be

predicated upon a failure to disclose material facts, where a duty
to disclose exists.

Such a duty exists where one party to a

transaction is in possession of material information which it has
reason to know the other party does not possess, and which it is
necessary to know "to form a judgment as to the expediency of
entering into the contract on the terms proposed".

First Security

Bank v. Banberrv Development Co., 786 P.2d 1326, 1330 (Utah 1990).
This is particularly true where failure to disclose will create a
substantial benefit to the non-disclosing party.

R.A. Peck, Inc.

v. Liberty Federal Savings Bank, 766 P.2d 928 (N.M. Apps. 1988),
cited with approval in Banberry Development, supra, 786 P. 2d at
1326 at 1329, and in DeBry v. Valley Mortgage Co. , 835 P.2d 1000 at
1004

(Utah

Apps.

circumstances

may

1992) .
be

raised

The
by
7

failure

to

way

defense

of

disclose
of

in

such

fraud

or

by way of claim for rescission.

Golden Cone Concepts v. Villa

Linda Mall, 820 P.2d 1323 (N.M. 1991); Banberrv, supra, 786 P.2d at
1331.
The matters misrepresented, and not disclosed, were material*
In

the

present

case,

it

was

certainly

material

to

a

transaction which, on the face of the documents, was to provide
Lever Log Systems $200,000.00 of working capital, that Lever would
only receive, if anything, a small fraction of that sum. Excepting
the working capital, there was no other possible benefit to an
employee of Lever asked to sign a guarantee.

It was certainly

material that the reason the loan would produce essentially no
working

capital

insolvent.

was

that

Lever

Log

Systems

was

effectively

The latter was indicated to the Bank by the existing

debt of Lever to the Bank, and the fact that it was unable to
obtain any effective security for the loan.

The Bank knew both

that Lever would be unlikely to be able to go forward and produce
earnings to cover the loan, and that it lacked present assets to
pay the loan.

The Bank knew that the whole effect of the loan

would be to pay the Bank's existing and otherwise uncollectible
debt with SBA funds, leaving defendant immediately liable, and
without effective security.
There was a duty to disclose
The only potential benefit to defendant Schaub, as an employee
of Lever, of the loan-guarantee transaction was that Lever obtain
the $200,000.00 working capital intended. The Bank knew that could
not happen.

8

An important protection for Schaub was the availability of
assets of Lever to repay the loan in case of default.

The Bank

informed Schaub that such assets were available, and that security
had been obtained in them. Subsequently, the Bank obtained nothing
for its alleged security.

These facts might have been consistent

with a failure to properly value actual assets, or a depreciation
in their value over time.

Given, however, that default was

immediate and total, and that foreclosure on "security" began
shortly thereafter, the facts are also consistent with a failure of
the Bank to find or attach any significant assets.

The facts are

consistent with misrepresentation of the availability of collateral
by the Bank.
As to the status of collateral, the Bank asserts that its
misrepresentation

was excused by a

collateral" in the guarantee.

"waiver of impairment

of

This is treated separately below.

Otherwise, the Bank asserts that, insofar as Schaub was designated
"Secretary" in attesting Lever's signature on the Note, the Bank
was entitled to believe that Schaub had access to all pertinent
information necessary to protect himself.
The latter claim seems questionable on its face: if Lever was
previously indebted to the Bank for the bulk of the loan, and could
not provide adequate collateral, the Bank must have known that no
one in possession of the facts, and of his faculties, would have
signed a guarantee for Lever.

The fact that Schaub signed the

guarantee at all was indication to the Bank that Schaub had been
misinformed.

9

Beyond that, it is unclear whether the term "Secretary" should
designate anything with regard to knowledge of the assets and
finances of a small corporation.

"Secretary" in that context,

where it is distinguished from "Treasurer", may simply designate a
record keeper, one who attests signatures.

It designates nothing

with respect to ownership or interest in the corporation.
Certainly, the Bank had reason to know that this "Secretary"
would have no knowledge of the corporation's account with the Bank.
Schaub asserts that he had no access to information about Lever's
account with the Bank. The Bank does not deny this, and, indeed as
the principal source of such information, the Bank must have known
that it did not provide such information to Schaub (or to anyone
but Gary Lever and his personal assistant).

Knowing that the

"Secretary" could not obtain information about the account from the
Bank, the Bank had no reason to believe the "Secretary" could
obtain the information elsewhere.

It had reason to know that

Schaub could not obtain the information.
The Bank was not entitled to believe that, once it had mislead
Schaub about collateral, he would check further to discover the
misinformation. Berkeley Bank for Cooperatives v. Meibos, 607 p.2d
798

(Utah 1980).

Indeed, the Bank's misrepresentation

about

collateral would have had the effect of concealing outstanding
debt, as most would assume that availability of collateral means
lack of debt.
The Bank was in possession of information which it should have
known would prevent execution of the guarantee if disclosed.
10

It

had

reason to know that Schaub was not

information.

It had a duty to disclose.

in possession

of

the

Banberrv supra; Peck,

supra.
It withheld and misrepresented its knowledge because it needed
the guarantee to get the SBA funds, to make itself whole

for

Lever's otherwise uncollectible debt.
The question what facts indicate a duty to disclose in Utah is
discussed at length in First Security Bank v. Banberry Development,
supra. There, the Court notes that "there are five classifications
of transactions or relations which may give rise to a duty of
disclosure".

786 P.2d at 1330. The first "consists of cases where

a party negotiating for a contract is cognizant of facts of which
the other party is presumed ignorant and for the disclosure of
which one party must rely upon the other to enable it to form a
judgment as to the expediency of entering into the contract on the
terms proposed".

786 P.2d

1330.

The Court approves also the

statement from the Restatement (Second) of Torts:
(1) One who fails to disclose to another a fact that he
knows may justifiably induce the other to act or refrain
from acting in a business transaction is subject to the
same liability to the other as though he had represented
the nonexistence of the matter that he has failed to
disclosed, if, but only if, he is under a duty to the
other to exercise reasonable care to disclose the matter
in question.
(2) One party to a business transaction is under a duty
to exercise reasonable care to disclose to the other
before the transaction is consummated,

(b) matters known to him that he knows to be
necessary to prevent his partial or ambiguous
statement of the facts from being misleading; and
11

(e) facts basic to the transaction, if he knows
that the other is about to enter into it under a
mistake as to them, and that the other, because of
the relationship between them, the customs of the
trade or other objective circumstances, would
reasonably expect a disclosure of those facts.
786 P.2d 1330-1331.
It seems plain that plaintiff had a duty in this case to
disclose its knowledge of Lever's insolvency, unless, as a matter
of law, the designation of defendant as "Secretary" in attesting a
signature relieved the Bank of such a duty.

It also seems plain

that

designating

the

question

whether

as

a

result

of

Schaub

"Secretary", the Bank could believe that Schaub had access to the
pertinent information, is one of fact, rather than law.

There were

substantial countervailing facts, of which the Bank was entirely
aware,and which the District Court could not resolve.
The designation of Schaub as "Secretary" did not mitigate the
Bank's duty to disclose Lever's insolvency.

Certainly, it had no

effect upon the Bank's duty not to mislead Schaub about collateral
for the loan.
"Impairment of Collateral"
The Bank would attempt to escape its duty to inform Schaub, or
not to mislead Schaub, by citing an exculpatory provision in the
guarantee.

The

guarantee

waives

"impairment

of

collateral";

therefore, says the Bank, Schaub may not complain that the Bank
misrepresented the availability of security.
The

availability

of

collateral

at

the

outset,

and

the

subsequent loss of security due to mistake or neglect, or changes
12

in

the

market,

Misrepresentation

however,
of

the

are

first

two

different

effectively

matters.

misrepresents

the

worthiness of the borrower for a guarantee, and may constitute
fraud in the inducement.
Schaub was entitled to rely upon the good faith of the Bank's
representations about security.

The Bank's superior position on

this issue justified such reliance.

If the Bank was discovering a

lack of collateral, or if its efforts to obtain security were
meeting with no success, it was required not to inform Schaub' to
the contrary, and may not later excuse itself upon the ground that,
predictably,

collection

efforts

failed.

The

representation

constitutes fraud in the inducement, and the contract provision
waiving impairment of security will not exculpate the Bank.

Golden

Cone Concepts, supra, 820 P.2d 1323 at 1325-1326.
Such representations would naturally affect the judgment of
one solicited to provide a guarantee, and are actionable if false,
even if no action would lie for the loss had the representations
been true, and the collateral subsequently lost. See Berkeley Bank
for Cooperatives, supra.
Summary Judgment
The question whether plaintiff Bank had a duty to disclose the
insolvency of Lever Log Systems to persons the Bank solicited to
guarantee loans to Lever, is a question of law.
question

of

law, however,

underlying facts.

depended

upon

Decision of the

ascertainment

of

the

What did Schaub know, or have reason to know?

What did the Bank know, or have reason to know?
13

What did each know

about the knowledge of the other? While Schaub denies knowledge of
Levers'

accounts,

and

while

the

Bank

does

not

deny

its

misrepresentations about collateral or that it denied information
about

Lever's account, the District Court would conclusively

presume knowledge because in attesting Lever's signaturef Schaub
was designated "Secretary".

Such a designation, according to the

District Court, allowed the Bank to believe that Schaub knew all he
needed

to knew about Lever's financial condition

apparently,

the

falsity

collateral), and excused

of

the

Bank's

the Bank's

(including,

representations

about

failure to disclose

(or

correct).
The uncontested facts regarding the circumstances in which the
guarantee was signed indicate that the Bank could not have drawn
such a conclusion from the designation of Schaub as "Secretary".
The facts were in any case, sufficiently disputed as to prevent
summary judgment.
The facts of this case are suggestive that the Bank withheld
and misrepresented pertinent information because it could not
otherwise obtain the SBA's funds with which to repay its debt
against Lever. It needed the guarantee; otherwise, it absorbed the
existing debt.

Even if the guarantee proved invalid, the Bank

would not be worse off than if it obtained no guarantee.
circumstances, it played fast and loose.

In the

Further, in the context

of what the Bank knew, the guarantee is inexplicable except as a
mistake.

Schaub gained nothing in return, and, as a result,

14

instantly

substituted

himself

as

debtor-in-chief,

without

protection of collateral.
The facts surrounding knowledge and motivation of the parties
are plainly material, and at least disputed. They are not resolved
by the designation of Schaub as "Secretary". Summary judgment was
not available on this record.
Failure of Consideration
The consideration to Schaub for entering into the guarantee
was only that his new employer obtained $200,000.00 in working
capital. There is no suggestion that Schaub would have entered the
transaction for substantially less. In fact, as the Bank knew but
did not inform defendant, the loan-guarantee transaction could
produce only a fraction of that amount in working capital, because
the SBA funds to be obtained were committed to repay existing
indebtedness to the Bank.
"If the guaranty contract is made independently of the main
debt, it must have a separate and distinct consideration, and,
accordingly, a past transaction or executed consideration will
generally not support a contract of guaranty".

Gelco IVM Leasing

Co. v. Alger, 494 p.2d 501, 503 (Wash. Apps. 1972), adopted in
Boise Cascade Corp. v. Stonewood Development Corp., 655 P.2d 668
(Utah 1982). In fact, the undisclosed nature of the transaction in
this case was to retire old debt.
credit.

There was no new lending of

The law recognizes no consideration to Schaub insofar as

the "loan" merely retired old debt. The most that could be claimed

15

for the guarantee is that it is valid for the amount by which funds
received by Lever exceeded existing debt to the Bank.
It may be questioned, however, whether the guarantee should be
valid for any amount.

No one bargained for a guarantee of less

than a third of the loan.
such a guarantee.

There was no meeting of the minds on

At best, the guarantee in such form would be

subject to rescission.

Golden Cone, supra; Banberrv, supra.

The Construction Loan
In early 1991, the Bank procured from defendant a guarantee of
a loan of up to $100,000.00, specifically for construction of a log
home in Colorado.

Response to Requests for Admissions, No. 1.

The

home was built, presumably with funds disbursed by the Bank, and
subject to a lien for repayment of sums advanced.

Upon completion,

the Bank released the lien by a document which recites that it was
given

"in consideration of full payment

Thousand Dollars and no/100

in the sum of

($80,000.00)

Eighty

the receipt

whereof is hereby acknowledged, and other valuable considerations
and benefits to the undersigned accruing".

This Full Waiver and

Release of Lien also recites that "the undersigned reserves all
claims not related to the real estate improvements that Bank may
have with Lever Log Systems, Inc.".
Having

thus

repaid

itself,

the

Bank

sued

defendant

for

$100,000.00 plus interest, under the guarantee.
The Bank concealed the release of lien, and asserted instead
non-payment.

Faced with the release, the Bank claimed that it had

actually provided $100,000.00 on the construction of the subject
16

residence.

As it had reserved claims against Lever Log Systems,

"and, by implication, Schaub", it demanded repayment of $20,000.00,
plus interest.
Plaintiff

The District Court allowed this claim.
admits

that

defendant

Schaub

guaranteed

only

construction funds expended on "the Connor residence, Teluride,
Colorado".
admits

Response to Requests for Admissions No. 1.

that, whatever

sum

it

provided

to

build

Plaintiff

the

Connor

residence, by payment to it of $80,000.00 and "other valuable
considerations and benefits", it has received "full payment". Full
Waiver and Release of Lien.
That is the end of the matter.
$80,000.00

and

"other

valuable

The receipt by the Bank of

considerations

and

benefits"

discharges the construction advances on the Connor residence,
whatever they may accumulate, because the Full Waiver and Release
of Lien says so. Defendant did not guarantee anything else. There
is no significance to the Bank's reservation of "claims not related
to the real improvements that Bank may have with Lever Log Systems,
Inc.". Such claims, if any, cannot relate to the construction loan
on the Connor residence, and were not guaranteed by defendant. The
retention of claims, in any case, retains no claims against
defendant, "by implication" or otherwise.
Finally, the District Court was not entitled to assume,
despite the Bank's representation in the Full Waiver and Release of
Lien that it had been fully paid by receipt of $80,000.00 and
"other valuable considerations and benefits", that there was any

17

shortfall of repayment equalling $20,000.00. The matter presented
at worst an unresolved issue of fact preventing summary judgment.
Conclusion
The guarantee of the SBA loan in this case was procured by
fraud and misrepresentation. It is not enforceable. To the extent
the Bank disputes the facts underlying this defense,

summary

judgment was not available.
The construction loan has been discharged.

To the extent the

Bank disputes the facts underlying this defense, summary judgment
was not available.
The judgment below must be reversed.
DATED THIS

/ ^ day of March, 1995.

^L
E. Craig Smay, Esq.
Attorney for_±he Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

I

day of March, 1995 a true

and correct copy of the foregoing APPELLANT'S BRIEF, was mailed,
postage prepaid to the following:
Dee R. Chambers
Scott A. Hagen
Ray, Quinney & Neberker
79 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145

Tab A

?• Craig Smay #2985
Attorney for Defendants
505 E. 200 South, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone No. (801) 359-0800
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH,
National Banking Association,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)

AFFIDAVIT

\

Civil No.

DONALD SCHAUB,
930900162

Defendant,
Judge Michael D. Lyon
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Donald V. Schaub, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes
and says:
1.

I am the defendant herein.

2.

In early 1991, I was a new employee of Lever Log Systems,

Inc., holding the position of salesman.
3.

I was then asked to sign, and did sign certain loan

documents attached to the Complaint herein, on behalf of Lever Log
Systems as "Secretary", because I was told that the documents
required the signatures of two officers of the corporation.
4.

I did not then, or thereafter, have any ownership of

Lever Log Systems, Inc., or any management authority over its
affairs.

5.

I did not then, or thereafter until the demise of Lever

Log Systems, have access to, or knowledge of, its accounts with
First Security Bank, N.A., or any other bank.
6.

I was advised in executing such documents, by Mr. Charles

Duncan and Mr. Reed Dixon of First Security Bank, N.A., that the
two loans represented by such documents were fully collateralized
with available assets of Lever Log Systems.
7.

The purpose of the loan represented by Exhibit "C" to the

complaint was to obtain future working capital for Lever Log
Systems. I was not advised, and did not know, at the time of
execution of the document, Exhibit "C" to the complaint (the "SBA
loan"), or the guarantee in connection therewith, that Lever Log
System was then indebted to First Security Bank, N.A., in a sum
nearly the amount of the loan, and that proceeds of such loan would
be used immediately almost exclusively to re-pay the bank, rather
than as future capital.

Had I known I would have refused to

execute the loan or guarantee documents.
Further affiant sayeth not.
Dated This

day of July, 1994.

^

Donald Schaub

2

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

ss:

1994,. b e f o r e me Jfl/V
On t h i s / g y ^ d a y o f
JtJu^
, a n o t a r y p u b l i c , p e r s o n a l l y appeared J/nrsQ \<k <\rl^6<x.h i
p e r s o n a l l y known t o me t o be t h e p e r s o n whose name i s s u b s c r i b e d t o
t h i s i n s t r u m e n t , and a c k n o w l e d g e d t h a t [ h e ] [ o h e j ffchey^ e x e c u t e d
t h e same.

LUu^^ll g r

SEAL
NOTARYPUBLIC
NOTARY PUBLIC
JANE CYPHER
1492 W. Meadowloop Rd.
Park City, Utah 84060
My Commission Expires
November 1,1996

STATE OP UTAH

3
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DEE R. CHAMBERS (3706) of
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER
Attorneys for First Security Bank
2404 Washington Boulevard #1020
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-0713
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH,
N.A, a National Banking
Association,
Plaintiff,

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANT'S FIRST
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS,
INTERROGATORIES AND
REQUESTS FOR DOCUMENTS

v.
DONALD SCHAUB,

Civil No. 930900162
Defendant.

Judge Lyon

Plaintiff hereby responds to defendants first requests for admissions,
interrogatories and requests for documents as follows:
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS
1.

Admit that the Note, Exhibit "A" to the complaint, and the Guarantee,

Exhibit "B" to the complaint, were entered into for the purpose of extending
temporary financing provided Lever Log Systems, Inc. for construction of the Connor
residence at Telluride, Colorado

Admit.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS FIRST REQUESTS...
FSB v. Schaub
Civil No. 930900162
Page 2
2.

Admit that from and after the date of the Note, Exhibit "A" to the

complaint, no funding was provided by plaintiff First Security Bank to Lever Log
Systems, Inc., in respect the debt represented by said Note, or guaranteed by the
Guarantee, Exhibit "B" to the complaint.

3.

Admit that on the date of funding of the Small Business Administration

loan represented by the Note, Exhibit "CM to the complaint, and the Guarantee, Exhibit
"D" to the complaint, there was outstanding against the account of Lever Log
Systems, Inc., with plaintiff First Security Bank, a substantial overdraft.

WS$M
4.

Admit that proceeds of the Small Business Administration loan as

represented by the Note, Exhibit "CM to the complaint, were used to discharge a preexisting overdraft against the account of Lever Log Systems, Inc., with plaintiff, First
Security Bank.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS FIRST REQUESTS...
FSB v. Schaub
Civil No. 930900162
Page 3

5.

Admit that on or about August 2 1 , 1991, plaintiff First Security Bank

received $80,000.00 in discharge of sums it had loaned Lever Log Systems, Inc. for
construction of the Connor residence, Telluride, Colorado.

^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g j e c i f l c a P y reserved alt ottver claims against

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Set forth all sums loaned by plaintiff to Lever Log
Systems, Inc. for construction of the Connor residence, Telluride, Colorado. State the
date of each advance.
$100,000 on or about January 4 , 1 9 9 1 J
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Identify all persons who participated in loaning said
sums.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS FIRST REQUESTSFSB v. Schaub
Civil No. 930900162
Page 4

INTERROGATORY NO. 3: State the amounts of any overdraft on the account
of Lever Log Systems, Inc. with plaintiff on the date of funding of the loan
represented by the Note, Exhibit "C" to the complaint.

llSlllil!
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: State the amount of any such overdraft on the date
of the making of the Note, Exhibit "C" to the complaint.

••illi
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Identify all persons who had, or have, knowledge of
said overdraft.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6: State the amount, from the proceeds of the loan
represented by the Note, Exhibit "C" to the complaint, actually made available to
Lever Log Systems, Inc., for expenditure in its business.

All funds were used by Lever Log Systems, Inc.

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS FIRST REQUESTS...
FSB v. Schaub
Civil No. 930900162
Page 5
REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS
The documents requested will be made available for review and copying at the
Ogden offices of plaintiffs counsel, Ray, Quinney & Nebeker. Please call to make
arrangements.
VERIFICATION
I, Charles Duncan, declare as follows:
1.
I am the Vice President of First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. and am duly
authorized to make this verification on behalf of First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. in
the foregoing Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's First Requests for Admissions,
Interrogatories and Request for Documents, I make this verification solely in my
capacity as an authorized agent of First Security Bank of Utah, N.A.
2.
The facts set forth in the Responses are within the knowledge of said
corporation but not entirely within my personal knowledge; there is no one officer of
said corporation who has personal knowledge of all such facts; and such facts have
been assembled by authorized employees, agents, or counsel of said corporation. I
am therefore informed and believe such facts to be true.
Executed under penalty of perjury on the 7 ~ day of September, 1993, at
Ogden, Utah.

FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A.

Charles Duncan, vice President

PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS FIRST REQUESTS.
FSB v. Schaub
Civil No. 930900162
Page 6
STATE OF UTAH

:ss.

COUNTY OF WEBER

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this / ^ - day of September, 1993.
NOTARY PUBLIC
DEBRA CAREY
2404 wasnmgton Bivd
Ogdon. utan 84401
My Commission Expires
Dec 9. 1995

Notary Public

STATE OF UTAH

DATED this

/o

day of September, 1993.

RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER

Dee R. Chambers
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on t h a ^ ^ M J a y of September, 1993, I mailed a true and
correct copy of the foregoing Plaintiff's Response to Defendants First Request for
Admissions, Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents, postage
prepaid, to:
E. Craig Smay
505 East 200 South #400
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
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OM* Aeprnf No. 3J4S-0S0
t w * * o n O « c 1201*7

U.S. Small 8ustness Administration

S6A LOAN NUMBER

GP-439-892-3001-SLC

NOTE
S a l t Lake C i t v . TT^.b
(C*y «nd SUtt)

^ n n n n o nn

(Date)

March 14

19

^L

For value received, the undersigned promises to pay to the order of
Fixst Security Bank of Utah, N.A. . 405 s™n»h M*-in sj-r^n(Pay*)

its office in the city of _ S a l t Lake C i t y

, State of

tltah

at holder's option, at such other place as may be designated from time to time by the holder
Tur>-Wnrv3r^-rh^i7?TTj n~x t^/l?Q

dollars,
<Wnt«o<ftamour«)

initial

h Interest on unpaid principal computed from the date of each advance to the undersigned at the/rate of

11*50

percent per

num. payment to be made in installments as follows:

Note in the principal amount ofS 200.-Qfl.CL_.. with interest beginning at the rate of 1 1 . 5 %
per annum, and payable in monthly installments beginning at S 2 . 8 1 2 - 0 0 . including principal
and interest. Interest shall be adjusted up or down on the first day of each January, April, July and
October by adding 2 . 7 5 % to the ininimurn New York prime rate published in the Wall Street
Journal, As the rate of interest changes, the monthly installment shall be increased or decreased to
reflect the change of monthly interest accrual. Lender shall notify Borrower of any change in
interest rate within tzn days of the effective date. All payments shall be applied first to interest
accrued to the date of payment and the balance, if any, shall be applied to principal. The first
monthly installment shall be due o n e (1)
month(s) from the date of the Note and subsequent
installments shall be due on the same day of each month thereafter until t e n flO) years
from the dale of the Note, at which time the ENTIRE BALANCE of both principal and interest
then outstanding shall bo due and payable.

preceding
tf this Note contains a fluctuating interest rate, the/notice provision is not a precondition for fluctuation (which shall lake place
jardless of notiee). Payment of any installment of principal or interest owing on this Note may be made prior to the maturity date
areof without penalty. Borrower shall provide lender with written notice of intent to prepay pan or an of this loan at least three (3)
>efcs prior to the anticipated prepayment date. A prepayment is any payment made ahead of schedule that exceeds twenty (20) pernt of the then outstanding principal balance, tf borrower makes a prepayment and fails to aive ai i*act ISPA* w n a U v »• Mm

This pfomissory note is given to secure a loan which SBA is making or in which it is participating and, pursuant to Part tOt ot
» Rules and Regulations of SBA (13 C.F.R- 101.1(d)). this instrument is to be construed and (when SSA is the Holder or a party in
erest) enforced in accordance with applicable Federal taw.

Lever Log Systems, inc,

By:

Attest:
Donald V. Schaub, Secretary

Note.—Corporate applicants must execute Note, w corporate name, cy outy sutnortzed officer, *AO seat must o< affixed *na cuy attested; pan*
tnip applicants must execute Note infirmname, together wim signature o< a general partner.
Form t47 (S-eT)

c»o ******

Expiration Date; 12^1-67

SBA LOAN NO.
GP-439-892-3001-S1JC

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA)
GUARANTY
March 14

In order to induce F i r s t f^mir^ty B*nk of TTt-^hj M &

f 1Q

91

, (hereinafter called "Lender") to make a loan or

(S8A or other Lending Institution)

ans, or renewal or extension thereof, to

Lever Log Systems, I n c .

(hereinafter called "Debtor"), the Undersigned hereby unconditionally guarantees to Lender, its suessors and assigns, the due and punctual payment when due, whether by acceleration or otherwise, in accordance with ihe terms
ereof. of the principal of and Interest on and all other sums payable, or stated to be payable, with respect to the note of the Debtor,
ade by the Debtor to Lender, dated
Vtarah 1 4 . 1Q31
_

In the principal amount of s

2 0 0 f ono - no

, with interest at the rate of

11*50
per cent per annum. Such note, and the interest thereon and all other sums payable
th respect thereto are hereinafter collectively called ^Liabilities." As security for the performance of this guaranty the Undersigned
>reby mortgages, pledges, assigns, transfers and delivers to Lender certain collateral (if any), listed in the schedule on the reverse side
ireof. The term "collateral" as used herein shall mean any funds, guaranties, agreements or other property or rights or interests of any
iture whatsoever, or the proceeds thereof, which may have been, are, or hereafter may be, mortgaged, pledged, assigned, transferred
delivered directly or indirectly by or on behalf of the Debtor or the Undersigned or any other party to Lender or to the holder of the
?resaid note of the Debtor, or which may have been, are, or hereafter may be held by any party as trustee or otherwise, as security.
aether immediate or underlying, for the performance of this guaranty or the payment of the Liabilities or any of them or any security therefor.
The Undersigned waives any notice of the incurring by the Debtor at any time of any of the Liabilities, and waives any and all
esentment, demand, protest or notice of dishonor, nonpayment, or other default with respect to any of the Liabilities and any obligation
any party at any time comprised in the collateral. The Undersigned hereby grants to Lender full power, in its uncontrolled discretion
>d without notice to the undersigned, but subject to the provisions of any agreement between the Debtor or any other party and Lender
the time tn force, to deal in any manner with the Liabilities and the collateral, including, but without limiting the generality of the
'egoing, the following powers:
(a) To modify or otherwise change any terms of all or any part of the Liabilities or the rate of interest thereon (but not to increase
the principal amount of the note of the Debtor to Lender), to grant any extension or renewal thereof and any other indulgence
with respect thereto, and to effect any release, compromise or settlement with respect thereto;
(b) To enter into any agreement of forbearance with respect to ail or any part of the Liabilities, or with respect to all or any part of
the collateral, and to change the terms of any such agreement;
(c) To forbear from calling for additional collateral to secure any of the Liabilities or to secure any obligation comprised in the collateral:
(d) To consent to the substitution, exchange, or release of all or any part of the collateral, whether or not the collateral, if any,
received by Lender upon any such substitution, exchange, or release shall be of the same or of a different character or value
than the ooltaterai surrendered by Lender,
(e) In the event of the nonpayment when due, whether by acceleration or otherwise, of any of the Liabilities, or in the event of
default in the performance of any obligation comprised in the collateral, to realize on the collateral or any part thereof, as a
whole or in such parcels or subdivided interests as Lender may elect, at any public or private sale or sales, for cash or on credit
or for future delivery, without demand, advertisement or notice of the time or place of sale or any adjournment thereof (the
Undersigned hereby waiving any such demand, advertisement and notice to the extent permitted by law), or by foreclosure or
otherwise, or to forbear from realizing thereon, all as Lender in its uncontrolled discretion may deem proper, and to purchase
all or any part of the collateral for its own account at any such sale or foreclosure, such powers to be exercised only to the
extent permitted by law.
The obligations of the Undersigned hereunder shall not be released, discharged or in any way affected, nor shall the Undersigned
ve any rights or recourse against Lender, by reason of any action Lender may take or omit to take under the foregoing powers.
In case the Debtor shall fail to pay all or any part of the Liabilities when due, whether by acceleration or otherwise, according to the
m$ of said note, the Undersigned, immediately upon the written demand of Lender, will pay to Lender the amount due and unpaid by
> Debtor as aforesaid, in like manner as H such amount constituted the direct and primary obligation of the Undersigned. Lender shall
t be required, prior to any such demand on, or payment by, the Undersigned, to make any demand upon or pursue or exhaust any of
rights or remedies against the Debtor or others with respect to the payment of any of the Liabilities, or to pursue or exhaust anv of

The obligations of the Undersigned hereunder, and the rights of Lender in the collateral, shall not be released, discharged or in any
affected, nor shall the Undersigned have any rights against Lender, by reason of the fact that any of the collateral may be in default
ie time of acceptance thereof by Lender or later; nor by reason of the fact that a valid lien in any of the collateral may not be conveyed
x created in favor of, Lender; nor by reason of the fact that any of the collateral may be subject to equities or d^i^nse^ or claims in
f of others or may be invalid or defective in any way; nor by rea$on of the fact that any of the Liabilities may be invalid for any reason
tsoever; nor by reason of the fact that the value of any of the collateral or the financial condition of the Debtor or of any obligor
sr or guarantor of any of the collateral, may not have been correctly estimated or may have changed or may hereafter change: nor
sason of any detenoration, waste, or loss by fire, theft, or otherwise of any of the collateral, unless such deterioration, waste, or loss
aused by the willful act or wrijful failure to act of Lender,
The Undersigned agrees to furnish Lender, or the holder of the aforesaid note of the Debtor, upon demand, but not more often than
(annually, so long as any part of the indebtedness under such note remains unpaid, afinancialstatement setting forth, in reasonable
1L the assets, liabilities, and net worth of the Undersigned.
The Undersigned acknowledges and understands that if tha Small Business Administration (SBA) enters into, has entered into, or
*nter into, a Guaranty Agreement, with Lender or any other lending institution, guaranteeing a portion of Debtor's Liabilities, the
>r$igned agrees that it is not a coguarantor with SBA and shall have no right of contribution against SBA The Undersigned further
?s that all liability hereunder shall continue notwithstanding payment by SBA under its Guaranty Agreement to the other lending
Jtion,
rhe term "Undersigned' as used in this agreement shall mean the signer or signers of this agreement and such signers, if more
one, shatl be jointly and severally liable hereunder. The Undersigned further agrees that all llabilrty hereunder shall continue
Ihstanding the incapacity, lack of authority, death, or disability of any one or more of the Undersigned, and that any failure by Lender
assigns to file or enforce a claim agatnst the estate of any of the Undersigned shall not operate to release any other of the
rsigned from liability hereunder. The failure of any other person to sign this guaranty skerti not release or affect the liability of any
rbereof.

tfonald V« Schaub

OTE,—Corporate guarantors must execute guaranty in corporate name, by duly authorized officer, and seal must be affixed and
tested; partnership guarantors must execute guaranty in firm name, together with signature of a general partner. Formally executed
»ty is to be delivered at the time of disbursement of loan.
(LIST COLLATERAL SECURING THE GUARANTY)
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FULL WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIEN
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that the undersigned, in
consideration of full payment in the sum of EIGHTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
AND
00/100***
($80,000*00)**the
receipt whereof
is hereby
acknowledged, and other valuable considerations and benefits to the
undersigned accruing, do hereby waive, release and quit claim all
liens, lien rights, claims or demands of every kind whatsoever
which the undersigned now has, or may hereafter have relating to
the real estate and the improvements thereon, situated in SAN
MIGUEL COUNTY, COLORADO, AND described as: LOT 35, TELLURIDE SKI
RANCHES, on account of work and labor performed, and/or materials
furnished in, to, or about the construction of any building above
described, or any part thereof.
The undersigned reserves 'all
claims not related to the real estate improvements that Bank may
have with Lever Log Systems, Inc.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I/we have executed this instrument under seal
this 22nd day of August, 1991.
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A.

irles E. Dunce
Vice President a^id Manager
2404 Washington Blvd^
Ogden, Utah
84401

STATE OF

U/ZLO
) s.s.

COUNTY

OY^^^U^xJ

)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
of August, 1991 by
Witness my hand and official seal.

1 /v^">^

(11111%.

I ^V^HKy^V

NOTARY PUBLIC
JUDY L. M0NCR1EF
3369 No. 425 East
N. Otfden, UT 34414
COMMISSION EXPIRES
FEB. 1, 1992
STATE OF UTAH

22nd day
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FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A.

Bank Use Only

NON-REVOLVING NOTE

Officer's Initials
Office No.

JANUARY 4

No

Qqden

Borrower(s)

Lever Log S y s t e m s

(Address)

2525 North Highway 8 9 - 9 1

r

Tnc.
O q d e n . UT

..19 5 1 —
.Utah

844Q4

Principal Amount $ 1 0 0 r 0 0 0 - 0 0
For value received, the undersigned ("Borrower(s)T promises to pay to First Security Bank of Utah, N A , f Bank-), or to its order, the total principal
amount outstanding on this Note ("Note") together with interest as stated below, in lawful money of the United States of America.
INTEREST:
Interest on the outstanding unpaid balance, both before and after any event of default, shall be calculated on the following basis until paid:
Fixed Rate
First Security Bank's prime rete is i t s announced rete of interest used as a
..,_
., . .
reference point from which i t may calculate the cost of credit to customers.
W/A
percent per annum until paid, or
j t j s subject to change from time to time. First Security Bank may make loans
Variable Rate
bearing interest above, a t , or below i t s prime rate.
2.000
percent per annum above Bank's Prime Rate until paid, representing a total of 1 1 . 5 0 0 % as of the date of this Note. Bank's
Prime Rate may change from time to time, and the interest payable on this note will continue to fluctuate at the same increment above the
Prime Rate as stated above. Any changes in the interest rate under this Note shall become effective without prior notice, on the date on which
the Bank's Prime Rate changes.
The actual interest to be charged under this Note shall be calculated daily on the outstanding balance on a 3 6 0

day base year. Should the rate

of interest as calculated exceed that allowed by law, the applicable rate of interest will be the maximum rate of interest lawfully allowed.
Interest on this Note is payable

At Maturity.

The principal amount outstanding on which the interest rate shall be charged shall be determined from the Bank's records, which shall at all times be
conclusive.
PAYMENT SCHEDULE:
The principal amount outstanding on this Note shall be due and payable in full on:
At M a t u r i t y . Which ! s 0 2 / 1 0 / 9 1 Uhen A l l P r i n c i p a l And Accrued I n t e r e s t S h a l l Be Due.

Oqden Main

Principal and interest shall be payable at the

Office of First Security Bank of Utah, N A in

Utah, or at such other place as the holder of this Note may designate. At Bank's option, payments will be
applied first to accrued interest with the remainder (if any) applied to the principal.
ADVANCES
Borrower(s) agrees that any and all advances made hereunder shall be for Borrowers) benefit whether or not said advances are deposited to Borrower (s) account, and that persons other than the undersigned Borrower(s) may have authority to draw against such account Advances may be made hereunder at the oral or written request of
G a r y P. L e v e r . Donald V . Schaub
who is (are) hereby authorized to request advances and to direct the disposition of any such advances until written notice of revocation of this authority
is received by Bank from Borrower(s).
SECURITY
This Note is secured by Security Agreements

Covering

Accounts R e c e i v a b l e .

. dated

January 4

.,19

91

I n v e n t o r y and E q u i p m e n t

If Borrower fails to make any scheduled payment on this Note when due or otherwise defaults in any other obligations imposed by this Note, or by
any Loan Agreement, Security Agreemeni or any document which secures this Note, the Bank, at fts option, may declare fmmediate/y due and
payable all amounts then due on this Note, or any other note secured by collateral securing this Note. Bank shall have allrightsof offset against any
account or property of Borrowers) held by Bank. Borrower(s) shall pay all costs and expenses incurred by the Bank or by any other holder of this Note
in connection with any failure to pay or other default of Borrower(s), including attorney's fees, collection costs, court costs, and costs on appeal,
whether incurred before or after judgment
This Note is to be construed under the laws of the State of Utah.
The makers, sureties, guarantors and endorsers of this Note jointly and severally waive presentment for payment, protest, notice of protest, and
notice of non-payment of this Note, and consent that this Note or any payment due under thikNote may be extended or renewed without prior demand
or notice, and further consent to the release of any collateral or part thereof, with or wrthoutsupstitution.

Lever Lpg 9ystems<"I;

fald V. Schaub, Secretary

'" ' * " • "

lor*t\c.

/320P755;C5-50C'13

f-".;st S'acuriiy Bank of Utah, N.A! ("First Security") has extended credit *o the undersigned (indsyiduaV and;pbfectivey "Ec/rower") pursuam
promissory nolo dated
1/4/91
((^e "Note') in the siaied principal amount of $ ^ - < J » Q ' ^ ; ^
, j ^ e ffat2f r s seeded and
:^;3 by !o-..»; rgrasrnenls, collateral documents, gur r anlies, and/or subordinations. Tn»s Note and a r y loan syesmsnts, collateral
«r. >r.'.$, guar anties, and subordinations, together with any previous modifications to any of thasa docjrr-en,ls, shall be 'r 'zcreuAz as ifca 'loar;

•o;; owe J h.. s requested certain modifications to the Loan Documents ar. -: First Security is wvllsng to grant sue.*: -nodiRCst;orsxn the 'cfowipg

:. Provided lhat ai, conditions stated harein are satisfied, the terms cf the Loan Documents are hereby modified 23 fcilc-^s:
A \*\b applicable box(es))
1 • -.i£££. J&.• •':?Trrrnsof fhQ Note:
A I Yh=: rrvtv,rSiy
Q^te of ihe Note is extended to
»J

April

10,

19^?

^

[~'l Thci JR:U^«?- rate under the Note is modified to be
per annum.
An irt',:rst rata based upon the prime rate shall be adjusted with each change in the crime r a ^ Tne tollowrq derici&ion eppfies to
v£ri«?bl£ interest rates based upon the prime rate:
First Security's "Prime Rate" is its announc i rate cf inures! used as a referenceooint frc^n wftlcr: it may cz;ofe<5
»' .3 cost cf credit to customers. It is subject to change from time to time. First Security ray mssce loans beanmj
ii.j-sresi above, al or below its Prime Rate.
LI The pi •tide.'! amount shown on the Note is being changed to $
_ _
, to be evidences* try a or/ressnry net? of eve^
d -t' i*r• awith in that amount. The new. promissory note represents the same obligation represamed by ine Mote, asnr^odified hereby.
T
; e new prcn sory note does not constitu a repayment cr extinguishment of the Note; but criy a rmodificsacn ttT&«Bof.
H] Ti;s rw~r."»nsr.t term? of the Mote are modified to require

L

.-\:C:"r.?.-'' -•

io the Loan Dccurr^nts:

" 1 Ths Lo:-r. Documents shall bo amended as follows:

^s preconditions io the ' "rms of this Agreement, Borrov/er shall complete or provide the following (?? none, type Nr'A in subsection 2.1):
2.1

N/A

2.2

N/A

3. As on additional precondition to the terms of this Agreement, Borrower shall pay or shall have paid all reasonable fees, costs, and
nse:,, of whatever kind or nature, incurred by First Security, including but not limited to attorneys' fees and filing fees.
*. it is II 9 inteniion and agreement of Borrower and F\r$[ Security thai: (i) all cc'lateral security m which First Security has acq jired a security
?st cr other lien pursuant to the Loan Documents shall continue to serve as collateral security fcr payment and peiicrmance o* oil tlii
3l:n.ns cf the Borrower undei the Loan Docur nts, and (ii) a!! agreements, representations, warranties and covenants contained in the Loan
•ments are hereby reaffirmed in full by Borrower except as specifically modified by this Agreement.
5. Borrow hereby acknow'edges that (1; the Loan Docu .ents are in full force and effect, as modifie by i !c Agreement, a (il)byentenr.c
: is Agreement, First Security does not waive any existing default or any default hereafter occurring or become obliga..d to v/ri^e ?n;
i.»on or oblivion under the Loan Documents. Borrower hereby waives and releases any and all claims, demands, causes cf action, or
iscs agc'nst enforcement that could be asserted against First Security, whether known or unknown, arising out of or in any v/ay connected
he Loan Documents.
3. !n addilicn to this Agreement, the Loan Documents, and any additional documents that this Agreement requires, this finance transaction
i» dude v,n!ten documentation such as resolutions, waivers, certificates, financing statements, filings, ste'smenis. closing or escrow
jcl.onc. bar purpose statements, and other documents that First Security may customarily use in such t*?nsa 3ns. Such documents ai &
ooraled hpren by this reference. All the documents to which this paragraph makes reference express, en .cdy,: id supersede any previous
rslancinos, agreements, or promises (whether oral or written) with respect to this finance transaction, and represent the fina' exprc ^ior,
? agreement between First Se r jnty and Borrower, the terms and conditions of which cannot hereafter be contradicted by any oral
isiaf.ciinr (if any) not reduced to writing and identified above.
Effective as of the

10th

davof

T SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A

February

>1991

BCRROV :R(S)

Lever^ob Systems,-l\ :Inc.

y

r

/Gary R/Lever, President

s

AFFIRMATION QP GUARANTIES Ar ' $\JQC21
Each of t! is following guarantors or subordinators hereby acknowledges and consents to the foregoing Modification Agreement and affirms
estates each liability and agreement under the guaranty(les) or subordination, agreements) executed as part of the Loan Documents
ding the continued subord; -.alien as to any increase in the principal amount of the Note).

February 10, 1991
February 10, 1991

/ G a r y P.''fever
(See Attached Letter)
Donald v. scnauD

SUBOf^piNATOR(S)

February 10,-1991

0*2
^Eeyer

February 10, 1991
First Security Bank of Utah, N.A.
240-!• Washington Blvd
Ogden, Utah 84401
At:: Reed Dixon
In reference to my Continuing and Unconditiorial Guaranty of commercial loan numt n
03/00786303-50013 in the amount of $100,000.00 by and between First Security Bank of
Utah, N.A. (BANK) and Lever Log Systems, Inc. (BORROWER) dated January 4, 1991.
I eaiiinn my guaranty for the term of the modification agreement dated February 10,1991
w th all other terms'"and conditions mem ned in the above referenced guaranty.

Donald V. Schuab

(Secured Transactions)

ecunty
Banks.

Loan N o . 0 3 2 0 0 7 8 6 3 0 3 - 5 0 0 1 3
r

irst Security Bank of Utah, N.A. ("First Security") has extended credit to the undersigned (individually and collectively "Borrower") pursuant
promissory note dated 1/4/91
(the "Note") in the stated principal amount of $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 . The Note is secured and
orted by loan agreements, collateral documents, guaranties, and/or subordinations. The Note and any loan agreements, collateral
ments, guaranties, and subordinations, together with any previous modifications to any of these documents, shall be referred to as the "Loan
iments."
Borrower has requested certain modifications to the Loan Documents and First Security is willing to grant such modifications on the following
5 and conditions.
1. Provided that all conditions stated herein are satisfied, the terms of the Loan Documents are hereby modified as follows:
ck the applicable box(es))
ifications to the Terms of the Note:
[X] The maturity date of the Note is extended to
•

July

2,

1991

.

The interest rate under the Note is modified to be
,
per annum.
An interest rate based upon the prime rate shall be adjusted with each change in the prime rate. The following definition applies to
variable interest rates based upon the prime rate:
First Security's "Prime Rate" is its announced rate of interest used as a reference point from which it may calculate
the cost of credit to customers. It is subject to change from time to time. First Security may make loans bearing
interest above, at or below its Prime Rate.

•

The principal amount shown on the Note is being changed to $
, to be evidenced by a promissory note of even
date herewith in that amount. The new promissory note represents the same obligation represented by the Note, as modified hereby.
The new promissory note does not constitute a repayment or extinguishment of the Note, but only a modification thereof.

•

The repayment terms of the Note are modified to require

sr Modifications to the Loan Documents:
•

The Loan Documents shall be amended as follows:

2. As preconditions to the terms of this Agreement, Borrower shall complete or provide the following (if none, type N/A in subsection 2.1):
2.1

NM

2.2

N/A

3. As an additional precondition to the terms of this Agreement, Borrower shall pay or shall have paid all reasonable fees, costs, and
penses, of whatever kind or nature, incurred by First Security, including but not limited to attorneys* fees and filing fees.
4. It is the intention and agreement of Borrower and First Security that: (i) all collateral security in which First Security has acquired a security
Brest or other lien pursuant to the Loan Documents shall continue to serve as collateral security for payment and performance of all the
ligations of the Borrower under the Loan Documents, and (ii) all agreements, representations, warranties and covenants contained in the Loan
cuments are hereby reaffirmed in full by Borrower except as specifically modified by this Agreement.
5. Borrower hereby acknowledges that (i) the Loan Documents are in full force and effect, as modified by this Agreement, and (ii) by entering
) this Agreement, First Security does not waive any existing default or any default hereafter occurring or become obligated to waive any
edition or obligation under the Loan Documents. Borrower hereby waives and releases any and all claims, demands, causes of action, or
enses against enforcement that could be asserted against First Security, whether known or unknown, arising out of or in any way connected
h the Loan Documents.
6. In addition to this Agreement, the Loan Documents, and any additional documents that this Agreement requires, this finance transaction*
y include written documentation such as resolutions, waivers, certificates, financing statements, filings, statements, closing or escrow
ructions, loan purpose statements, and other documents that First Security may customarily use in such transactions. Such documents are
Drporated herein by this reference. All the documents to which this paragraph makes reference express, embody, and supersede any previous
lerstandings, agreements, or promises (whether oral or written) with respect to this finance transaction, and represent the final expression
he agreement between First Security and Borrower, the terms and conditions of which cannot hereafter be contradicted by any oral
lerstanding (if any) not reduced to writing and identified above.
Effective as of the

10th

davof

ST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A

April

.,1991

.
BORROWER(S)

er Log Si

AFFIRMATION OF GUARANTIES AND SUBORDINATIONS
Each of the following guarantors or subordinators hereby acknowledges and consents to the foregoing Modification Agreement and affirms
estates each liability and agreement under the guaranty(ies) or subordination agreement(s) executed as part of the Loan Documents
iding the continued subordination as to any increase in the principal amount of the Note).

April 10, 1991
April 10, 1991

April 10, 1991

1-14 R7/90 5Y

CONTINUING AND UNCONDITIONAL

GUAKAI^ I

i

For good and valuable consideration, the undersigned (hereinafter called "Guarantors") jointly and severally, absolutely and unconditionally, guarantee and promise to pay to

F i r s t Security Bank Of Utah, N,A,

(hereinafter called "Bank") or to its order, on demand, any and all indebtedness of

L e v e r Log S y s t e m s ,

Inc.

(hereinafter called "Borrowers") owed to or in favor of Bank.
1. Guarantors understand that the term "indebtedness" as used in this agreement is used in its most comprehensive sense and does
not refer solely to the evidences of such indebtedness. It includes, but is not limited to, any and all credits, loans, advances, debts,
obligations and liabilities now owed by or hereafter incurred by Borrowers or any one or more of them, whether such indebtedness is
voluntary or involuntary, due or not due, contingent or absolute, liquidated or unliquidated, determined or undetermined. Guarantors
guarantee and promise to pay any and all indebtedness of Borrowers with interest on said indebtedness according to the terms of the
respective obligations or according to law, including all renewals, extensions of time, or modifications of such indebtedness. Guarantors
agree to pay this indebtedness of Borrowers whether Borrowers may be liable individually or jointly with others, or whether recovery of
such indebtedness may be or hereafter become barred by any statute of limitations, or whether such indebtedness may be or hereafter
become otherwise unenforceable.
2. It is agreed and understood by Guarantors that any and all indebtedness of Borrowers or any one of them was agreed to and
extended by Bank to Borrowers or for their account in reliance upon this guaranty, and that Guarantors will notify Bank in writing in
the event of any change in their respective financial statements and that Guarantors shall furnish Bank with current financial
statements upon request.
3. Guarantors' liability under this agreement shall not exceed at any one time the sum of
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND NO/100 p l u g I n t e r e s t

and l e g a l

fees

Dollars ($
1 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 p l u s I n t e r e s t and l e g a l f e e s
)
as principal, together with interest on such part of the principal not exceeding the above stated sum. It is understood and agreed that if
the limit of the liability is left blank that this shall be an unlimited guaranty. Notwithstanding the limit of Guarantors' liability,
Guarantors agree that the Bank may permit the indebtedness of the Borrowers to exceed such liability. The liabilities of the Guarantors
shall remain at all times undiminished, unreleased and undischarged to any extent until payment in full of all indebtedness of
Borrowers guaranteed by this agreement. Any payment by Guarantors shall not reduce Guarantors' maximum obligations under this
agreement unless Bank agrees in writing. The obligations of Guarantors under this agreement shall be in addition to any other
obligations Guarantors may have to bank under any other contracts, including guaranties, whether such guaranties are for the
indebtedness of Borrowers or any one of them or any other persons.
4. This guaranty may be terminated only by written notice signed by Guarantors, delivered to and receipted for by the Bank office
or branch at which the indebtedness was incurred. This termination shall be effective only is to new obligations incurred after the
receipt by Bank of the notice of revocation of this guaranty. Guarantors shall remain liable for any and all indebtedness incurred prior
to the receipt of such notice. Guarantors shall also remain liable for any and all renewals, extensions, modifications or other liabilities
arising out of such indebtedness. Each Guarantor agrees that should any one or more serve/notice of revocation, such notice shall not
affect the liability of any other Guarantor.
5. Guarantors agree that upon any default of the Borrowers, Bank may, at its^pfkm, jxroceed directly and at once, without notice,
against the Guarantors or any one of them to collect and recover the full afhpttnt of the liability hereunder, or any portion of such
liability. The obligations of the Guarantors under this agreement are joint* md several, and independent of the obligations of
Borrowers, and a separate action or actions may be brought and prosecutecL^gainst Guarantors whether action is brought against
Borrowers or whether Borrowers be joined in any such action. Guarantors agree to assume the responsibility for being and keeping
themselves informed of the financial condition of Borrowers and of all other circumstances bearing upon the risk of nonpayment of the
indebtedness which diligent inquiry would reveal, and that absent a request for such information by Guarantors, Bank shall have no
duty to advise them of information known to it regarding the condition of the Borrowers' indebtedness.
6. Guarantors authorize Bank, without notice to or further consent by Guarantors, and without affecting their liability under this
agreement, from time to time in whole or in part to: (a) renew, extend, accelerate or otherwise change the time for payment of, or
otherwise change the terms of the indebtedness or any part thereof of Borrowers or any one of them, including increasing or decreasing
the rate of interest on such indebtedness; (b) take and hold security for the payment of this guaranty or the indebtedness guaranteed,
and exchange, surrender, compromise, release, enforce, waive, release or deal with such security in any manner Bank deems necessary,
whether this security was provided by Borrowers or Guarantors, or any one of them; (c) apply such security and direct the order or
manner of sale as Bank in its discretion may determine, and (d) release or substitute any one or more of the endorsers or Guarantors,
or Borrowers.
L-l Rev. 6/79 7Y
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7. Guarantors expressly waive any right: (a) to notice of action or nonaction on the part of Borrowers, Bank or any or all of the
Guarantors; (b) to notice of acceptance of this guaranty; (c) to the creation, renewal, extension or accruals of any of the obligation(s) of
the Borrowers, present or future; (d) to any notice of default or nonpayment and notice of dishonor to or upon Guarantors, Borrowers
or any other party liable for any of the obligations of Borrowers; (e) to notice after the sale, exchange, compromise or other disposition
of any and all collateral; (f) to all other notices to which Guarantors might otherwise be entitled in connection with this guaranty of any
indebtedness or obligations hereby guaranteed.
8. Guarantors also expressly waive any right: (a) to make any defense arising by reason of any disability or other defense of
Borrowers or by reason of the cessation from any cause whatsoever of the liability of Borrowers; (b) of subrogation until all
indebtedness of Borrowers be paid in full to Bank; and (c) to participate in any security now or hereafter held by Bank.
9. In addition to all liens upon, and right of setoff against the moneys, securities or other property of Guarantors given to Bank by
law, Bank shall have a lien upon and a right of setoff against all moneys, securities and other property of Guarantors, including any
property Guarantors held in any partnership, whether such property is now or hereafter in the possession of or on deposit with Bank,
whether held in a general or special account or deposit, or for safekeeping or otherwise. Every such ben and right of setoff may be
exercised without demand upon or notice to Guarantors. No ben or right of setoff shall be deemed to have been waived by any act or
conduct on the part of Bank, or by any neglect to exercise such right or setoff or to enforce such ben, or by any delay in so doing, and
every right of setoff and lien shall continue in full force and effect until such right of setoff or ben is specifically waived or released by
an instrument in writing executed by Bank.
10. Where any one or more of Borrowers is a corporation or partnership it is not necessary for Bank to inquire into the powers of
Borrowers or the officers, directors, partners or agents acting or purporting to act in their behalf, and any indebtedness made or
created in rebance upon the professed exercise of such powers shab be guaranteed hereunder.
11. Guarantors jointly and severally agree to pay a reasonable attorney's fee and court costs if this guaranty be placed with an
attorney for cobection or enforcement or if suit be instituted thereon, including attorney's cost and fee on appeal.
12. Guarantors agree that this agreement shaU be binding upon the undersigned, the legal representatives, successors and assigns
of the undersigned and shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the state in which it is signed.
13. Any married person who signs this guaranty hereby expressly agrees that recourse may be had against his/her separate
property for ab his/her obbgations under this guaranty.
14. This guaranty is assignable with any one for aU of the indebtedness and principal obbgations which it guarantees, and when so
assigned, the Guarantor shab be bound as above to transferees.
15. In all cases where there is but a single Borrower or a single Guarantor, then aU words used herein in the plural shab be
deemed to have been used in the singular where the context and construction so require; and where there is more than one Borrower
named herein, or where the guaranty is executed by more than one Guarantor, the word "Borrowers'' and the word "Guarantors"
respectively shall mean ab and any one or more of them.

DATED this

4TH

day of

JANUARY

, 19

91

— / / A ^ S y » t u
Don

*±*

u /

V. Schaub

1/4

WITNESS

GjtfA£ANTOR

WITNESS

GUARANTOR

Date

WITNESS

GUARANTOR

Date

1921—

Date

/

19

19
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SECOND DISTRICT COURT

Nov 17 10 57 All'Ji
DEE R. CHAMBERS (A3706) and
SCOTT A. HAGEN (A4840) of
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER
Attorneys for Plaintiff
79 South Main Street
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385
Telephone: (801) 532-1500
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ooOoo
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, a
national banking association,
ORDER OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Plaintiff,
Civil No. 930900162
v.
Judge Michael D. Lyon

_, \ / *"*^

DONALD SCHAUB,
Defendant.
ooOoo
Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment came on for
hearing before the Honorable Michael D. Lyon on September 8,
1994, upon the defendant's request for oral argument.

Scott A.

Hagen, Esq. appeared and made argument on behalf of plaintiff.
E. Craig Smay, Esq. appeared and made argument on behalf of
defendant.
The Court, having reviewed the pleadings, legal
memoranda, affidavits and exhibits submitted by counsel both in
support of and in opposition to the motion for summary judgment,
and having heard oral argument from counsel, and deeming itself

...•—.:;?;•• 1 8 0

FI.SE

135

advised in the premises, now makes the following findings and
issues this order granting plaintiff's motion for summary
j udgment.
1.

The Court finds that plaintiff has established its

prima facie case as a matter of law.

Specifically, the FSB Note

and the SBA Note are both in default, defendant signed a valid
guaranty of both notes in his personal capacity, and proper
demand has been made for payment.
2.

The Court finds that defendant's defense of fraud

fails as a matter of law because he waived any reliance on any
purported collateral for the notes and because plaintiff had no
duty to advise defendant of the borrower's financial condition.
The Court also finds that the alleged representation that the
guaranty was a mere formality is insufficient as a basis for the
defense of fraud.
3.

The Court finds that defendant's defense of lack

of consideration fails because the guaranty for each loan was in
each case made contemporaneously with such loan.

Therefore, the

respective loan was the consideration for the related guaranty.
4.

The Court finds that the defense of payment fails

because the $80,000 payment with regard to the FSB Note was a
partial payment only and while plaintiff released its collateral,
it did not release the remainder of the debt.

-2-

5.

The Court finds that the defense of impairment of

collateral fails because defendant waived any such defense when
he signed the guaranties.
6.

The Court finds that the amount due and owing on

the FSB Note is $20,000.00 in principal together with interest in
the accrued amount of $7,582.18 through September 9, 1994.
Interest accrues at the rate of $4.44 per diem.
7.

The Court finds that the amount due and owing on

the SBA Note is $192,350.93 in principal together with interest
in the accrued amount of $46,803.89 through September 9, 1994.
Interest accrues at the rate of $49.42 per diem.
8.

Based on the foregoing, plaintiff's motion for

summary judgment is GRANTED.

Plaintiff is entitled to judgment

against defendant in the total amount of $266,737.00, with
interest accruing at the rate of $53.86 per diem from September
10, 1994 until entry of judgment, and thereafter at the official
< /

postjudgment rate.

DATED this / f day of STeptelfoer, 1994.
BY T^E COURT:

Hon. Michael D. Lyon
Approved as to Form:

E. Craig Smay, Esq.
-3-

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the /y^'day of September,
1994, a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER OF SUMMARY
JUDGMENT was mailed, postage prepaid to the following:
E. Craig Smay
505 E. 200 S. #400
Salt Lake City, Utah

84102

Cstiht.
'92732/sah
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